Meet the Council

Terry Moore

Terry Moore has first-hand knowledge about the power of TED! In 2005, his three-minute talk, “How to Tie Your Shoes,” developed from an audience participation callout from Chris Anderson, was a hit, and subsequently took Moore around the world to speak at a number of conferences and radio programs. Not to mention his other three-minute TED Talk, “Why Is ‘X’ the Unknown?” at TED2012.

A TEDster since 2003, Moore is also the Founder and Director of the Radius Foundation, which seeks new ways of exploring and understanding dissimilar conceptual systems or paradigms, with the aim of achieving a worldview of more penetrating insight and richer innovation. In addition, he is an alumnus an advisory board member of the Ohio Fellows Program, mentoring students who are pursuing in-depth learning through personal encounters with great minds and ideas.

As a TEDx Council member, Moore is enthusiastic “about reproducing the experience that I have every year at TED when something new or important or beautiful has opened up to me and I say to myself, ‘I am not doing enough with my life.’” “TEDx can facilitate the TED mission by enabling local action and supporting change-agents so that great TED ideas can be brought into reality and action.”